The respiratory rates of birds are inversely METHODS related to their body weights (Groebbels 1932; Salt and Zeuthen 1960). Odum ( 1945) In this study respiratory frequencies were noted that birds breathe at lower frequencies measured by direct observation and heart than do mammals of similar weights. Neither rates by observation of pulses in arterial catheof these observations has been expressed ters, using a stopwatch and hand tally. Most quantitatively. birds had been in captivity for several weeks.
However, the 95 per cent confidence intervals for this equation include the Stahl line. The regression equations for avian and mammalian respiratory rates should be compared with regard to their slopes as well as their elevations on the ordinate in figure 1. Before this comparison is made, however, some preliminary discussion is necessary.
The power functions of these relationships, although empirically derived, should suggest basic physiological relationships if fully comparable data have been obtained for all species for which generalization is legitimate. The interrelationships among such empirical expressions have been discussed by Adolph (1949) and Stahl (1967). Adolph stated that "It seems likely that an organism is an integrated system by virtue of the fact that none of its properties is entirely uncorrelated, but that most are demonstrably interlinked." For example, in a steady state, the oxygen consumed in a period of time must be accounted for in the volume of air inspired (f x VT) during that time and the extent to which oxygen is removed before expiration. Hence, the following must be true:
That is, (breaths/min) X (ml/breath)~ (per cent ) = (ml Oz/min ) . Dimensional analysis thus provides a check for consistency between independently derived regression equations, For mammals, empirical equations have been developed for f, VT, and Vo, as functions of body weight, and can be substituted in equation 5, as shown in table 3. The products of the powers to which W is raised to predict values for these variables should be the same on both sides of equation 5. If (FIN, -FE+) is the same for all resting mammals (that IS, 
Equations 11 and 12 are not statistically distinguishable from each other (lower broken lines in fig. 1 ) but will be considered further for theoretical purposes. Information on birds from equation 1 and equations 8 through 12 is combined for the respiratory equations in table 3. Multiplying the powers to which W is raised, we have, as in equations 6 and 7, the following equations for birds, assuming that VT is linearly related to weight (that is, proportional to W1.Oo) and the value (FIN, -FEO,) is independent of weight as in mammals. 
Note again the similarity of these exponents to those derived from oxygen-consumption data for each grouping (right-hand terms in table 3 ) . First, the lines for respiratory rates of passerines and nonpasserines taken separately have slopes similar to those for mammals, but are distinctly separated vertically from the latter (P < 0.001). Second, the lines for respiratory rates of passerines and nonpasserines are not statistically distinct vertically (0.5 < P < 0.6) and so cannot be regarded as validly separated lines. And third, the line for respiratory rates of all birds is significantly different from that for mammals (P < 0.001). As is the case for metabolic comparisons of all birds with mammals (Lasiewski and Dawson 1967), the weight regression slopes for respiratory rates of these classes differ significantly (0.01 < P < 0.05).
The respiratory rates of birds and mammals have also been compared with respect to the ratio of heart rate to respiratory rate. It appears that the two classes do not differ greatly in this regard, although the more limited data previously available suggested a difference (see Welty 1962).
I have made a preliminary analysis of heart rates in birds in order to examine this situation further. Based on 27 points (table 4) The ratio of heart rate to respiratory rate based on these equations is 4.2 for all birds, 5.2 for nonpasserines, and 4.8 for passerines (if it is assumed that the differences in exponents are not significant).
Stahl ( 1967) gives a comparable ratio of 4.5 for mammals. However, in the present limited analysis it may only be noted that birds have lower respiratory rates and heart rates than mammals WILLIAM A. CALDER of the same weights, but that the ratios of rates appear to be similar in the two classes.
SUMMARY
The resting respiratory rates of birds are lower than those of mammals of the same body weights. When passerine and nonpasserine birds are considered together, the slope of the regression of respiratory rate on body weight is greater than it is in the comparable equation for mammals, and the value of the Y-intercept (ordinate) is less. When passerine and nonpasserine groups are analyzed separately, the slopes of the equations do not differ from the mammalian slope, but the values of the Y-intercepts are significantly less. More data, and standardized conditions for obtaining them, are needed to clarify these relationships.
